
My name is Rob Rash, CEO of the St. Francis Levee District of Arkansas here with the Board of 
Directors representing not just the St. Francis Basin but the MVFCA and hundreds of partners along 
with thousands of people t hat live along the magical Mississippi River and enjoy protection and the 
productivity of the world envied Commerce and Flood Control System. The Mississippi Va lley Flood 
Control Association requests FYl 7 Mississippi River and Tributaries (MR& T) Appropriations in the 
amount of $500 million per year and an infrastructure re-investment amount of $2 billion following 
t he 2015 Record setting Christmas Flood. We remind you and our nation of the MR&T's 
exceptional system performance in 2008, 2011, 2012 (drought), and the 2015 Floods AND the other 
high and low water events for 88 years. The investment by the MR& T system in preparation for the 
2011 flood ... resulted in more than $246 billion worth of damages prevented by the MR&T system 
... a return on federal investment of over 46 to 1. These prevented damages do not include the 
return for low water benefits. The hydraulic improvements made by the construction of dikes, 
cutoffs and channel improvements that allowed a record flood by volume to flow at a lower 
elevation, are the same improvements that allowed barge traffic to move during t he near record 
low water experienced throughout the Mississippi River in 2012-2013. 

We thank Congress for the support and funding you have provided in the past. This funding reveals 
your awareness of t he importance of flood control projects throughout the Mississippi River Valley 
and the va lue and unmatched economic and social benefits it provides this great Nation. 

The Mississippi River and Tributaries Project was authorized following a record flood in 1927 that 
inundated more than 26,000 square miles of the Mississippi River Valley. Over 700,000 people 
were left homeless and many lives were lost. Most, if not all, East- West commerce was stopped 
and it adversely affected the economy and the environment of our great nation. After t hat 
devastating event Congress wisely passed a bill and established the Mississippi River and 
Tributaries Project and authorized the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers along with the local people to 
develop a plan to prevent such a disaster in the future. This project currently is a separate line item 
in the budget. To remove it wi ll destroy the continuity of this high value, high return, and much 
needed national investment. To date the MR& T Project has prevented flood damages and provided 
other benefits resulting in a current benefit/cost ratio of over $46 to $1. The MR& Tis a wise 
investment for our nation. Countless lives have been spared due to the construction of t his great 
system and our nation receives three billion dollars of transportation rate savings each year largely 
due to the current reliability of a navigation channel afforded by the MR& T system. 

The MR& T project had merit from its beginning and continues to reward the citizens of the val ley 
and the entire nation. It is a wise investment for this country and it is good for our economy. It will 
be a vital link to the defense of our nation in the event of an attack by our enemies ... because it 
serves as a defendable INNER Coast and an artery to transport large equipment and supplies. This 
project must be targeted for swift completion, proper maintenance and increased investment for 
recapitalization. The MR&T serves as an example of federal and local partnership and investment 
for our great nation ... in the past, and for our future! I challenge you to find any other project of 
any nature which approaches the benefits current and long term of this comprehensive flood 
control system. 



The performance of the comprehensive Mississippi River and Tributaries system and the Ohio 
Valley reservoir system during the 2011 flood on the lower Mississippi River validates the wise 
investment the nation made to prevent a calamitous natural disaster like the 1927 flood. That 
devastating event changed America and forcibly unified its people to support protection of lives 
and property from the fury of the river. The MR&T system performed as designed, despite rainfall 
exceeding 600 to 1,000 percent of the normal average rainfall in a two-week period from April 21-
May 3 over a significant portion of six states that coincided with the arrival of the upper Mississippi 
spring snowmelt crest. The significant flood event established many new record discharges and 
stages along the lower Ohio and Mississippi rivers. Unlike the 2011 flood, the Mississippi River 
during the benchmark and calamitous Great Flood of 1927 inundated most of the alluvial valley. 
Like the toppling of a series of dominoes, one overmatched levee after another burst under the 
unprecedented pressure exerted by the swollen river from excessive rainfall. 

At a time when we must stimulate our economy, at a time that safety from terrorist activities must 
be enhanced and at a time that many in our nation are concerned about cleaner air and water ... 
we have an opportunity to meet those needs. We must make sound re-investments in our 
infrastructure which will give back more monies to the taxpayers of this country than was invested 
... while at the same time increasing our defense capabilities should our nation be attacked from an 
outside force (the system provides an inner coast unexposed to arrival by sea). Local interests have 
delivered their part in providing rights of way, roads, utilities and minor maintenance. Our 
government must re-invest to help fulfill the federal obligation and bring it to completion as quickly 
as possible. 

We believe the Corps could effectively deliver {with the direction of congress) $500 million each 
year (as a baseline) for maintenance and construction within the MR&T. We respectively request 
Congress approve this level of reliable and efficient funding for maintenance and construction for 
the MR&T. The MR&T improvements described are for Flood Control. However, these benefits 
were also realized during the low flow event experienced on the Mississippi River. The hydraulic 
improvements that allowed a record flood event to pass at a 0.8 foot lower elevation in 2011 than 
in 1937, also allow barge traffic and a near record low event experienced in 2012-2013. If it were 
not for the MR& T system improvements barge traffic during the low water event would have been 
nonexistent. 

The Mississippi Valley Flood Control Association requests: 

• that Congress support the Upper Mississippi River Comprehensive Plan (UMRCP). The impact of 
the flood of 1993 on the Upper Mississippi was devastating leaving $15 Billion in damages, loss 
of life and damage to 72,000 homes. In 2008 the Upper Mississippi was again ravaged by 
catastrophic flooding and again in 2011 flooding costs top $360 Million in infrastructure 
damage. The Upper Mississippi River Comprehensive Plan's system approach to Flood Control 
and the Miss·1ss·1ppi River and Tr"1butaries Project must be funded and promptly executed for 
protection of the entire Mississippi River Valley. 

• that the Congress increase support and a more systematic approach for the Authorization and 
Appropriations of dredging for MR&T and Non-MR&T Ports and Harbors. Flood Control and 
Navigation interests go hand in hand and you cannot have efficient commerce movement and 



delivery without a reliable system during critical business seasons. Flood Control and Navigation 
are symbiotic. 

With the tragedy that struck the Gulf Coast and East Coast, we must now turn our attention to the 
future and attempt to make certain that at least the flooding does not take place again. We can 
prevent that; the Dutch, the English and the Italians have done it and so can we if we treat flood 
control as something that we must do. The citizens of this great nation deserve it and a vibrant 
economy must have the reliability for production and exports. There are four anomalies of nature 
that cause death and destruction to our nation. They are (1) earthquakes, (2) hurricanes, (3) 
tornadoes and (4) floods. The first three we can do very little if anything about except to prepare 
for the worst. We can build protection against floods, against the "maximum probable flood", one 
that has an "improbable occurrence but nevertheless a remotely possible one". 

In order to provide protection for people, land and the economy we believe that four things are 
critical as we take action as a nation: 

• Environmental laws, regulations and executive orders, or at least the way they are interpreted 
for flood control projects, must be streamlined or changed or we stand to lose more lives and 
have another environmental challenge such as the one we experienced in New Orleans and 
along the Gulf Coast during Hurricanes Katrina and Rita in 2005. 

• Reconsider cost-sharing for flood control projects unless intend to only protect those that can 
afford it and neglect those that cannot. 

• Relax or re-engineer the formula to include ALL THE BENEFITS for the requirements for the 
benefit to cost ratio for flood control projects. And as a reminder ... it is not possible to assign a 
dollar value to saving a human life. 

• Invest in infrastructure throughout the Mississippi River watershed. The United States has the 
largest inland waterway navigation/commerce system in the world. This water commerce 
system is positioned in the center of the country and the infrastructure is the envy of the 
people along the greatest rivers around the globe. This system keeps us competitive with 
exports and in the world market and must be properly maintained and operated. These things 
must be done ... without flood control, nothing else matters. 

We provide a simple reminder. The MR&T system is not complete and will not pass the Project 
Design Flood, and the system has been stressed with recent record flooding (Christmas 2015-
2016)! 

Thank you for your leadership and the reality that you have helped prevent $100's of billions of 
dollars in damages because you supported and funded the greatest civil works project on the 
planet ... the MR&T! 

MVFCA: Facts, Issues, Challenges, and Opportunities 
Thank you for understanding the nations needs and the importance of the MR&T system by not 
allowing FEMA to charge mandatory flood insurance (SEC. 107. MANDATORY COVERAGE AREAS) 

Thank you for understanding the tremendous negative impact this piece of legislation would have 



had on the entire Mississippi River Valley. Billions of dollars already spent on flood control 
structures would be negated because of needless MANDATORY flood insurance premiums. Please 
remember the 1928 flood control act recognizes the investment of the local people by initial 
construction and taxation of themselves for maintenance. This investment was over 200 million 
dollars in 1928 and totals more than 14 billion dollars today. Making the total federal and local 
investment in the MR&T system over 30 billion dollars. Because of this, it is still necessary to 
discuss the new policies being implemented by the Federal Emergency Management Agency in 
their Map Modernization Program. 

The recommendations from the National Levee Safety Committee, if used, force unachievable 
maintenance standards and predatory flood plain management tactics. This will needlessly destroy 
economic development for over 22,000,000 acres of land in this country. Please do not use a "one 
size fits all" approach and place false fear 'rn the minds of people living behind levees. We can 
inform without fear! These flood insurance premiums, because of the support of Congress, the 
hard work of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and local levee and drainage districts across this 
country, are not necessary but do create a nice funding mechanism for future disasters. 

On January 30, 2015 Executive Order 13690 amended the Federal Flood Risk Management 
Standard (FFRMS) and ultimately forces people from their homes. Congress stopped an attempt by 
FEMA to force similar measures through the National Flood Insurance Program. The FFRMS was 
developed without meaningful public input by a coalition of federal agencies formally known as the 
Mitigation Framework Leadership Group which was established in 2013 in response to Hurricane 
Sandy rebuilding efforts and the Presidential Policy Directive/ PPD·8: National Preparedness dated 
March 30, 2011. This group worked behind closed doors toward establishment of a standard th at 
increases the vertical elevation and corresponding horizontal extent of the areas protected by 
levees. 

The effects of the FF RMS will be devastating for over 40% of the United States population in areas 
declared floodplains by these standards in coordination with the unachievable levee standards set 
forth by the Naf1onal Levee Safety Committee. 

The EPA Waters of the United States "rules clarification" (WOTUS) will make it virtually impossible 
to inhabit areas protected by levees. WOTUS further undermines the Congressional intent of the 
Clean Water Act and in the words of many local people "will make every pothole in a city street 
that holds water regulated by the EPA". This appears to be an attempt by the EPA to overstep their 
authorities and pervert the original intent of the Clean Water Act. Please do not allow the Federal 
Bureaucracies to negate the hundreds of years of work done by the local people. state and federal 
agencies and the United States Congress to provide the best Flood Control and Navigation System 
in the world. 

St. Francis levee D·1strict of Arkansas specific project requests: 

1.) 9 Miles of crushed limestone material beginning at Mile 3 ending at mile and ending at Mile 
12 of System 12 St. Francis Basin. 

2.) Scour protection in Poinsett County south of 1·555 (Hwy 63) needs immediate attention and 



is the responsibility of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. 
3.) 30 Miles of crushed limestone on System 12 St. Francis Basin in Cross and Poinsett County, 

Arkansas. 
4.) 20 Miles of crushed limestone on System 12 St. Francis Basin in Lee County, Arkansas. 
5.) 5 Miles of Rip-Rap erosion control along Mississippi River Mainline Levee System 2 at 

Midway Lake as noted on every inspection since 2004. 
6.) 25 Miles of crushed limestone on System 10 St. Francis Basin in Craighead, Poinsett and 

Cross County, Arkansas. 

Resolution 
Whereas, the unrelenting spring storms caused the greatest flooding on record in the 

Upper Mississippi River Basin and near record flooding in the Lower Mississippi River Basin; and 
Whereas, the value of the agricultural products and the large agribusiness industry in the 

Mississippi River Basin produces ninety-two (92) percent of the nation's agricultural exports, 
seventy-eight (78) percent of the world's exports in feed grains and soybeans, and most of the 
livestock and hogs produced nationally; and 

Whereas, sixty (60) percent of all grain exported from the United States is shipped via the 
Mississippi River from ports throughout the region, down to the Port of New Orleans and the Port 
of South Louisiana; and 

Whereas, navigation on the Mississippi River carries the vast amount of important products 
like coal, fertilizer, cement, gravel and salt, among others, which are the building blocks of our 
nation's economy; and 

Whereas, the Mississippi River and Tributaries Project, the nation's first comprehensive 
flood control and navigation act, provides protection for more than four (4) million people that live 
in the Lower Mississippi Valley, impact people in half the USA and since its creation in 1928, has 
saved thousands of lives, communities and more than $0.5 a trillion dollars in property 
damage/loss; and 

Whereas, the Mississippi River and Tributaries Project is one (1) of the most successful civil 
works projects and one (1) of the wisest investments our country has made, protecting more than 
$250 billion dollars in assets; and 

Whereas, beyond its flood control protection, the Mississippi River and Tributaries Project 
provides benefits crucial to the Mississippi Valley region, including stable drinking water supplies, 
power generation, navigation and commerce, economic development al"!d recreation; and 

Whereas, as a result of the historic floods of 2008, 2011, and 2016, the Mississippi River and 
Tributaries Project has been significantly compromised; and 

Whereas, failing to implement a systematic approach, experiencing a failure in the system 
or failing to restore the system in time for the next high-water event would be devastating to our 
nation's economy and quality of life; and 

Whereas, the United States Congress has the power to supply funding to the U. S. Army 
Corps of Engineers and other federal and state agencies so that those devastated by this year's 
flooding can rebuild and restore their lives and livelihood; to approve and fund a comprehensive 
flood control and navigation project for the upper Mississippi River Basin to protect people and 
property; to pass legislation providing the authority to streamline the burdensome regulatory 
process to ensure federal funds are being utilized for projects, not permits and/or studies. 

Now, therefore, be it resolved that The St. Francis Levee District of Arkansas supports the 



passage of an emergency supplemental appropriations bill ($2 billion dollars) to repair flood 
damage to the system and infrastructure; annual funding in the amount of $500 Million dollars for 
continued maintenance of the Mississippi River and Tributaries Project; the passage of a 
comprehensive flood control and navigation project for the upper Mississippi River Basin to protect 
people and property throughout the entire Mississippi River Valley; and 

Be it further resolved, that The St. Francis Levee District of Arkansas supports passage of 
federal legislation providing local levee and drainage districts in conjunction with the U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers and the Mississippi River Commission the authority to streamline the 
burdensome regulatory and environmental processes to ensure federal dollars are spent directly 
projects to protect people and property. 

Done this 19th day of January, 2016 by unanlmous vote of the Executive 
Committee, Board of Directors of said District. 
ATIEST: 

Steve Higginbotham, President 

Rob Rash, CEO/ Chief Engineer 


